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The spirit of Expo ‘58 can be found in the creations of Antonio Lapone.
His elegant ‘ladies’ owe a little to the Marilyn-style ‘pin-up’. Their
elegance owes more to Grace Kelly or Audrey Hepburn: beautiful,
graceful and (almost) inaccessible. The mystery of their gaze
outweighing the depth of their neckline. The whole combining in his
graphic compositions design, colour and seduction. Night Paths, an
exhibition of unpublished artworks, is swinging with sensations and
sentiments.
Antonio Lapone was born in Turin, Italy in 1970. He works in his homeland as a graphic
artist and illustrator. A.D.A - Antique Detective Agency (3 volumes from éditions
Paquet) is his first foray into the field of comics. He alternates between the 9th
Art and illustrations. So the 9th Monde publishes the portfolios Girl Atomik (2002)
and Club Colonial (2003), while the collection “BD Musique” (éditions Nocturne)
welcomes his vision of The Platters (2006) and of Stravinsky (2010). Additionally,
Alain Beaulet published Rainy Day (2012). The very “jazzy” album of comics entitled
Accords sensibles (written by Régis Hautière) appears in 2011 from Glénat/Treize
étrange. Antonio Lapone has been living and working in Belgium for several years.

Lapone speaks about Antonio :
“My graphic roots run deep into the worlds of creative advertising, poster
design and fashion illustration. Numerous pages from ‘50s and ‘60s
magazines, a universe of elegant graphic compositions, are an inexhaustible
source of inspiration.”
“I definitely feel more “graphic art” than “comics”. When I work on a comics
page, I first consider its graphic composition. There is always a graphic link
between my pages and my artworks.”
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“When I make references to Expo’58, it is not out of nostalgia. That universal
exhibition was such a magical moment for modernity, design and graphic art.
I have no nostalgia for the life of that period, but I want to share that dream
of modernity.”
“I have studied the graphic compositions of Marcello Dudovich, one of the
fathers of Italian advertising poster design. Achille Luciano Mauzan and
Leonetto Cappiello, with their plays of contrast between black and white,
have also nourished by compositions and colour palettes. Among my other
“masters”: Leyendecker, Savignac and Jack Cole. In the comics field, my
magic square is made of Yves Chaland, Serge Clerc, Ever Meulen and Joost
Swarte. “

